Modern information systems often collect raw data in the form of text, images, video, and sensor readings. Such data needs to be further interpreted/enriched prior to being analyzed. Enrichment is often a result of automated machine learning and or signal processing techniques that associate appropriate but uncertain tags with the data. Traditionally, with the notable exception of a few systems, enrichment is considered to be a separate pre-processing step performed independently prior to data analysis. Such an approach is becoming increasingly infeasible since modern data capture technologies enable creation of very large data collections for which it is computationally difficult/impossible and ultimately not beneficial to derive all tags as a preprocessing step. Hence, approaches that perform tagging at query/-analysis time on the data of interest need to be considered 1 . This paper explores the problem of joint tagging and query processing. In particular, the paper considers a scenario where tagging can be performed using several techniques that differ in cost and accuracy and develops a progressive approach to answering Select-Project-Join (SPJ) queries (with a restricted version of the join predicates) that enriches the right data to the right degree so as to maximize the quality of the query results. The experimental results show that the proposed approach performs significantly better compared to baseline approaches.
INTRODUCTION
Modern information systems often collect raw data in the form of text, images, video, and sensor readings. Queries over such data arise in several domains such as social media analysis, multimedia data analysis, and Internet-of-Things applications. However, such data is often too low-level for the end applications due to the existing semantic gap and hence need to be further enriched/tagged before they can be queried. Given the large amount of data, such tags are generated using automated functions (e.g., pre-trained classifiers) and/or data extraction or analysis mechanisms (e.g., sentiment detection) and hence are often uncertain.
The amount of uncertainty present in the generated tags depends on the cost and quality of these tagging functions. A more expensive tagging function usually produces better quality tags (i.e., tags with less uncertainty). For instance, executing more than one tagging function and combining their results, although computationally expensive, has been shown to reduce the uncertainty of tags [13, 25, 29] . As an example, Table 1 shows the trade-off between quality and cost of different tagging functions that extract the gender from images from two real datasets used in our experiments. Our goal in this paper is to perform query processing on such datasets using such tagging functions. Query processing would be simple if the underlying dataset could be pretagged prior to the arrival of queries. However, there are several reasons why such pre-tagging is not possible. First and foremost, pre-tagging a dataset requires that we exactly know a priori all the analysis tasks that we want to implement over the dataset in the future. Let us consider an example of a dataset of surveillance camera images and a query for catching a perpetrator of a theft. The fact that one is interested in a person with a purple shirt with a backpack might be a result of a memory of a person who saw someone suspicious that instigated the query 2 . It is virtually impossible to know that such an analysis query would be of interest beforehand. Second, even if we have created the tags for each object, we might not have used the most accurate tagging function for generating those tags which will result in low quality results.
Motivated by the above scenarios, we propose a progressive approach to evaluating queries over untagged data. Figure 1 illustrates the concept of progressive evaluation and how it differs from traditional and incremental evaluation approaches. In the traditional approach, all the required tagging functions are executed on all the objects first before answering any query. In this scenario, the quality of the result will stay low for a long time (i.e., until all the tags have been generated using all the tagging functions and for all the objects) and then reaches a very high value. Answering a query using this approach will take a large amount of time especially if the dataset is large and/or the number of tags and the number of functions for evaluating those tags are large. In the incremental evaluation, the algorithm is configured to constantly improve the quality of the answer by improving the quality of the tags of objects.
Both of these approaches are not suitable for applications that require low latency response (and thus cannot tolerate delays caused by generating accurate tags for each object), and/or interactive applications that need to show preliminary analysis results based on moderately tagged objects and progressively refine their results by executing more tagging functions to improve the tagging accuracy. On the other hand, a progressive approach aims to improve the quality of the tags in such a way so that the rate at which the quality of the answer set improves is maximized. Such an approach can substantially reduce the query evaluation cost since the evaluation process can be prematurely terminated whenever a satisfactory level of quality is achieved. Progressive evaluation has been studied in the literature in various contexts such as in adaptive query processing through sampling [18, 21, 32] , in wavelet-based approximate query processing [7, 14] , and in data cleaning [2, 22, 26, 30] .
The main idea of our progressive approach is to prioritize/rank which tags should be evaluated on which objects first in order to improve the quality of the answer set as quickly as possible. To this end, our approach divides the query execution time into several epochs and analyzes the evaluation progress at the beginning of each epoch to generate an execution plan for the current epoch. An evaluation plan consists of multiple triples that have the highest potential of improving the quality of the answer in that epoch, where a triple consists of an object, a query predicate, and a tagging function for evaluating the predicate on the object. In summary, our contributions in this paper are as follows:
• We propose a progressive approach to evaluating queries over untagged datasets.
• We present an algorithm for the problem of generating an execution plan that has the highest potential of improving the quality of the answer set in the corresponding epoch.
• We present an efficient strategy that estimates the benefits of the possible triples (i.e., object-predicate-function triple) based on different properties (i.e., output of previous functions, cost and quality of remaining functions).
• We experimentally evaluated our approach in different domains (i.e., tweets and images) using real datasets and tagging functions and demonstrate the efficiency of our proposed solution.
PROBLEM SETUP
In this section we first describe the notations used in this paper and then define our problem formally.
Dataset. Let O = {o1, o2, . . . , o |O| } be a dataset of objects that have the same object type (i.e., images, tweets, etc.). Attributes in the dataset can be either precise or imprecise. Precise attributes are those whose values are certain whereas imprecise attributes are those whose initial values are empty and thus require running (possibly a sequence of) tagging functions to identify them. As discussed earlier, the tags/values generated from such functions are often uncertain. For instance, Table 2 shows an example with a dataset of six images. In this dataset, there is a precise attribute, Timestamp, which was associated with the images at the time of their capture, and three imprecise attributes, Gender, Expression, and Glasses, which require running tagging functions on the objects in order to determine their values. (Note that the values in brackets in the table for the imprecise attributes correspond to the values in the ground truth.)
Each imprecise attribute is associated with a tag type Ti. The dataset in Table 2 is associated with three tag types T1 =Gender, T2 = Expression, and T3 = Glasses that are associated with the three attributes Gender, Expression, and Glasses respectively. Each object oi is associated with a tag tj per each tag type T k . In this case, we say that tj ∈ T k , implying that tj is a possible tag for T k . Object o1 in Table 2 , for example, is associated with three tags Male ∈ Gender, Smile ∈ Expression, and True ∈ Glasses.
k } be a set of tagging functions associated with the tag type Ti. Each function f i j takes as input an object o k and a tag t l ∈ Ti, and returns the probability of the object containing the tag t l , denoted as p j k,l . For example, given the dataset in Table  2 , the tag type Gender can be evaluated using two tagging functions: a tagging function based on a Support Vector Machine classifier and/or a tagging function based on a Decision Tree classifier. Each of these functions takes as input an image and a tag (e.g., a Male) and outputs the probability value of the image containing that tag (e.g., 0.8).
Each function f i j is associated with a quality and cost value, which we denote as q i j and c i j respectively. The quality of a function measures the accuracy of the function in detecting the tags. For example, the quality of a function that is internally implemented using a machine learning classifier is typically measured using the area under the curve (AUC) score of the classifier [5] . The cost of a function represents the average cost of running the function on an object. Our approach is agnostic to the way the quality and cost values are set. For instance, they can be determined by running the function on a sample validation dataset. In practice, the higher the quality of a function is, the higher its cost is.
For clarity, we will present the paper as if none of tagging functions were run on any objects prior to the arrival of the query. In Section 5, we discuss how our approach deals with the case where the outputs of the tagging functions run in previous queries are cached and study the impact of different levels of caching on the performance of our approach.
Queries. We consider Select-Project-Join (SPJ) queries as they are the most common types of queries in our settings of interest. The predicates in the where clause can be either over precise or imprecise attributes. However, we assume that the join predicates do not contain any imprecise attributes as they are probabilistic and contain uncertainty. Such a complex join predicate requires non-trivial extension and hence is out of the scope of the paper.
An example of a query Q on the dataset in Table 2 is as follows:
This query contains one precise predicate on the Timestamp attribute and two imprecise predicates on the Gender and Expression attributes. Since evaluating imprecise predicates requires running tagging functions (and hence is more expensive than evaluating precise predicates), the query execution plan will evaluate precise predicate first in order to reduce the amount of tagging required [17] . Note that we assume that the objects that satisfy the precise predicates, and thus require tagging, can fit in memory.
In the following, we will focus only on the set of imprecise predicates. This set of predicates (a predicate is used henceforth to refer to an imprecise predicate) are connected by boolean connective operators: And = Λ or Or = ∨. A predicate, denoted as R i j , contains a tag type Ti, a tag tj, and an operator. The operator can be of two types: equal (denoted as "==") or not equal (denoted as "!="). An example of a predicate can be V alue(Gender) == Male. (For ease of notation, we will omit word V alue from the left operand henceforth).
We assume that if a predicate refers to a particular tag type, then the system has at least one tagging function available for that type and, as stated before, join predicates involving imprecise attributes (e.g., Dataset1.Gender == Dataset2.Gender) are outside the scope of this paper.
Given a query Q containing n predicates, we associate a predicate probability with the objects in O. It is defined as the probability of the object satisfying a particular predicate mentioned in Q. Predicate probability of an object oi w.r.t. a predicate R j k is denoted by p i j,k and it is a function of the probability outputs of the tagging functions. We calculate predicate probability of an object as follows:
where function Mj is a combine function that takes the output of the tagging functions in Fj and returns the predicate probability of oi satisfying predicate R j k . This function is learned offline using a labeled training dataset.
Quality Metric. Each query answer has a notion of quality associated with it. A quality metric represents how close the answer set A is to the ground truth set G. In a set based answer, Fα-measure is the most popular and widely used quality metric. It is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. Precision (P re) is defined as the fraction of correct objects in A to the total number of objects in A whereas the recall (Rec) is defined as the fraction of correct objects in A to the total number of objects in G. More formally, the Fα-measure is computed as follows:
where α ∈ [0, 1] denotes the weight factor assigned to the precision value.
Problem Statement. Given a dataset O, a query Q, and a set of tagging functions for each tag type, the goal is to develop a progressive approach that maximizes the rate at which the quality of the answer set A improves.
The quality of a progressive approach can be measured by the following discrete sampling function [26] :
where 
OUR APPROACH
Our approach divides the execution time into multiple epochs. Each epoch consists of three phases: plan generation, plan execution, and answer set selection. A plan consists of a list of triples where each triple consists of an object 3 Note that our approach can be used to optimize for the case where the goal is to generate the highest possible quality result given an evaluation cost budget BG. This is can be achieved by having V = {v1 = BG}, setting W (v1) = 1, and configuring the approach to terminate when the budget BG is consumed. oj , a predicate R K l , and a tagging function f K m . In the plan generation phase, our approach determines the list of triples that should be evaluated in the plan execution phase of that epoch. A triple (oj , R
is evaluated by simply calling the function f K m and passing to it the object oj and the tag t l present in the predicate R K l . Identifying the list of triples in the plan depends on a trade-off between the cost of evaluating those triples and the expected improvement in the quality of the answer set that will result from evaluating them.
Plan Generation Phase
The process of generating a plan takes three inputs: the state, joint probability, and uncertainty values of each object in O. We define these terms as follows: 
Definition 2. (Joint Probability)
. Joint probability value of an object oi w.r.t. a query Q is denoted by Pi and is defined as the probability of the object satisfying all the predicates in Q.
To compute the joint probability, we assume that any two predicates containing two different tags of the same tag type (e.g., Expression == Smile and Expression == Neutral) to be mutually exclusive and any two predicates containing tags of different tag types (e.g., Expression == Neutral and Gender == Male) to be independent.
To illustrate, consider the example query provided in the previous section. Let us denote the tag types Gender, Glasses, and Expression as T1, T2, and T3, respectively, and the predicates as R 
Definition 3. (Uncertainty).
We associate a concept of uncertainty with each object oi ∈ O. The uncertainty of oi is measured using the entropy of the object. Given a discrete random variable X, the entropy is defined as follows :
where x is a possible value of X and P r(X = x) is the probability of X taking the value x. In our setup, we consider a tag type Ti as a random variable and tags of this tag type are considered as the possible values of the random variable.
We denote uncertainty value of an object oi with respect to a predicate R j k as h i j,k . We calculate this value using the predicate probability value as follows:
Given the three input above, the process of generating a plan can be viewed as consisting of the following four steps:
1. Candidate Set Selection. The objective of this step is to choose a subset of objects from O which will be considered for the selection of a plan. We denote the candidate set of epoch i as Candidatei. This step aims at reducing the complexity of plan generation by considering a less number of objects for selection.
2. Generation of Triples. This step generates triples for the objects present in Candidatei. For each object oj ∈ Candidatei, it determines a tagging function for oj for each predicate in the query Q. Assuming that Q consists of n predicates, this step will generate n triples for each object oj ∈ Candidatei.
3. Benefit Estimation of Triples. This step estimates the benefit of each triple present in Triples i . As our quality metric is the Fα-measure, we define a metric called the expected Fα-measure, denoted as E(Fα), to estimate the quality of the answer set at each epoch. Based on this metric, we define the Benefit of a triple as the amount of improvement in the E(Fα) measure of the answer set per unit cost that will be caused by processing that triple.
4. Selection of Triples. This step compares between the benefit values of the triples and generates a plan that consists of the triples with the highest benefit values. The triples in the plan will be sorted in a decreasing order according to that value. We denote the plan selected in epoch i as Plani.
We will describe these four steps in details in Section 4.
Plan Execution Phase
This phase iterates over the list of triples in the plan generated in the previous phase and, for each triple (oj, R After the plan is executed, our approach updates the state, predicate probability and uncertainty values for the objects involved in the executed triples of the Plani. In Appendix B, we discuss in details how these three values can be efficiently updated.
Answer Set Selection Phase
At the end of an epoch i, we determine an answer set (Answeri) from O based on the output of plan execution phase. The strategy to choose Answeri is based on choosing a subset from O which optimizes the quality of the answer set. As ground truth of the objects in O is not known, we use the joint probability values of the objects in O to measure the quality metrics (precision, recall, and Fα-measure) in an expected sense.
Consider the joint probability values of the objects in O at a particular time instant P1, P2, . . . , P |A| , . . . , P |O| . Let us consider an answer set A that consists of objects with probability values P1, P2, . . . , P |A| . The expected quality of the answer set A is defined as follows:
Our strategy of choosing Answeri is based on sorting the objects in O in the descending order of their joint probability values and selecting those objects with joint probability value higher than a particular threshold probability value. We use the notation of P i τ to refer to the threshold of epoch i. The following theorem shows that this will guarantee obtaining the best possible answer set. • The E(Fα) measure of the answer set consisting of the first τ + 1 objects {o1, o2, . . . , oτ+1} is less than that of the answer set that consists of only the first τ objects {o1, o2, . . . , oτ }.
The proofs of all theorems and lemmas can be found in Appendix A. In the proof of Theorem 1, we show that if we keep including objects in the answer set starting from the object with highest probability P1, then the E(Fα) measure of the answer set increases monotonically. Then, we show that if the E(Fα) measure decreases for the first time due to inclusion of a particular object, then it will decrease monotonically with the inclusion of any further objects.
The actual value of P i τ depends on the joint probability values of the objects in O and it can be computed as follows:
The threshold probability P i τ is defined as the lowest value Pj for which the following conditions hold:
, and
, where
Pi
Based on this lemma, we can conclude that P i τ is dependent on the joint probability value of the objects inside of the answer set (numerator and denominator) as well as those outside of the answer set (denominator). Hence, a change in the joint probability value of any object as a result of executing a plan can change the threshold probability. Hence, the threshold will be computed after each epoch.
PLAN GENERATION
In this section, we explain in details the four steps of generating an execution plan.
Candidate Set Selection
The objective of this step is to choose a subset of objects Candidatei from O which will be considered for the generation of Plani. Ideally, Candidatei should contain all the objects in O as potential candidates for generating Plani. However, this strategy will result in a large number of triples generated in the next step and comparison between such triples will result in a very high overhead.
Hence, our strategy restricts Candidatei to only objects from outside Answeri−1, i.e., we determine Candidatei to be the set {oj | oj ∈ O-Answeri−1}. In general, choosing an object from the Answeri−1 has a higher chance of improving the quality of the answer set than choosing an object from outside Answeri−1. To illustrate, let us study how the E(Fα) measure and threshold value P i τ will be affected in epoch i as a result of a change in the joint probability value of an object o k involved in a triple executed in epoch i − 1. We will first consider the case where o k ∈ Answeri−1 and then consider the case where o k ∈ Answeri−1.
Case 1: Object o k ∈ Answeri−1. In epoch i, the joint probability value of o k can (i) increase, (ii) decrease but still remain higher than the threshold P i−1 τ , or (iii) decrease and become lower than P i−1 τ . The effects of these possibilities on the E(Fα) measure and the new threshold probability (i.e., P i τ ) are explained in the following lemmas. Lemma 2. If the joint probability value of o k increases in epoch i, then the threshold P i τ can remain the same as P i−1 τ or increase (some objects which were part of Answeri−1 can move out of Answeri). In both cases, the E(Fα) measure of the answer set will be higher than that of Answeri−1. or decrease. This implies that the objects which were already part of Answeri−1 will still remain in Answeri and some new objects might be added to Answeri. In both the cases, the E(Fα) measure of Answeri will be lower than that of Answeri−1. Case 2: Object o k ∈ Answeri−1. In epoch i, the joint probability value of o k can (i) increase and become higher than the threshold P i−1 τ , (ii) increase but still remain lower than the threshold P i−1 τ , (iii) decrease. The effects of these possibilities on the E(Fα) measure and the new threshold probability (i.e., P or increase (i.e., some objects which were part of Answeri−1, might move out of Answeri). In both the cases, the E(Fα) measure of Answeri will be higher than that of Answeri−1. or increase. In these cases, the E(Fα) measure of Answeri will be higher than or equal to that of Answeri−1.
Based on Lemmas 2, 3, and 4, we can conclude that, given an object o k ∈ Answeri−1, the E(Fα) measure of Answeri will increase w.r.t. Answeri−1 only if the joint probability of o k increases in epoch i. However, according to Lemmas 5, 6 , and 7, given an object o k ∈ Answeri−1, the E(Fα) measure of Answeri increases or remains the same w.r.t. Answeri−1 but it never decreases. Hence, our strategy considers Candidatei to be the set {oj | oj ∈ O-Answeri−1}.
Generation of Triples
The objective of this step is to generate a set of (object, predicate, function) triples, denoted as Triples i , from the objects present in Candidatei. For each object o k ∈ Candidatei, this step identifies which function should be executed next on the object w.r.t. each predicate present in a query Q. Assuming that Q contains n predicates, this step will generate n triples for o k .
Function Selection. The tagging functions that should be included in the triples are determined using a decision table. The structure of the decision table is shown in Table 3 . For each pair of a tag type T l and tag tm ∈ T l , this table stores, for each possible state value, a list of w uncertainty ranges, a list of w tagging functions and a list of w ∆ uncertainty values.
Given an object o k ∈ Candidatei and a predicate R Table. This table is learned offline using a validation dataset. Given a range of uncertainty values (a, b], we use the state, tag type, tag and uncertainty values of the objects in the validation dataset as meta-features and learn the function that is expected to provide the highest uncertainty reduction among the other remaining functions. (This is similar to the technique used in the META-DES framework [11] .) Such a function is stored as the next function in the decision table. Then, for the chosen function, we learn the average amount of uncertainty reduction when this function is executed on those objects. This value is stored as the ∆ uncertainty value in the decision table.
Benefit Estimation of Triples
In this step, we derive the benefit of triples present in Triples i using a benefit metric.
, is defined as the increase in the E(Fα) measure of the answer set (that is caused by the evaluation of the triple) per unit cost. Formally, it is calculated as follows:
whereÊ(Fα)
the E(Fα) measure of Answeri−1, and c l n is the cost of function f l n . For ease of notation, we will refer to the estimated quality asÊ (Fα) i .
Given a triple (o
, in order to measure the estimated qualityÊ(Fα) i , we first need to estimate the new joint probability of object o k that will be obtained if function f l n is executed on o k . We denote this value asP k . Oncê P k is estimated, we can then computeÊ (Fα) i and the increase in the quality of the answer set that will be caused by the evaluation of the triple. TheÊ(Fα) i value is computed using the algorithm in Section 3.3 by simply setting the joint probability of o k toP k (instead of P k ) and fixing the joint probability values of all the other objects (i.e., {oi ∈ O, i =k}) to their values in epoch i − 1.
However, according to Lemma 1, a change in the joint probability value of an object requires us to recompute the probability threshold of the answer set. This implies that, for estimating the benefit of each triple (o k , R l m , f l n ) ∈ Triples i , we would first need to compute the probability threshold using the joint probabilityP k and then calculate the improvement in the E(Fα) measure. Such a naive strategy can be inefficient in practice.
Instead, we propose an efficient technique for estimating a relative benefit value for the triple (o k , R l m , f l n ) using the joint probabilityP k . We discus below how theP k value is estimated and then present our efficient technique. 
Estimation of Joint Probability value
Note that there are two possible solutions for this equation. The first possible value ofp k l,m is higher than the current value p k l,m whereas the second one is lower than p k l,m . We use both solutions to determine the possible values of the estimated joint probability valueP k .
To illustrate, suppose that the current predicate probability p k l,m is 0.7 and the current joint probability P k is 0.66. This implies that the uncertainty value of o k w.r.t. predicate R l m is 0.92 (derived using Equation 5 ). Assuming that the decision table is the one shown in Table 3 Tag type Tag 
is executed in epoch i, then the joint probability of o k will either increase from 0.66 to 0.76 or decrease from 0.66 to 0. 12 Based on Lemma 5, we only consider the estimated joint probability value that is higher than the current one P k (i.e., 0.76 in our example above). This is because this higher joint probability value always increases the E(Fα) measure whereas the lower one may increase E(Fα) measure or keep it the same.
Efficient Benefit Estimation
Our approach for estimating the benefit values is based on the relationship between the benefit metric of a triple, as defined in Equation 7 , and the local properties of such a triple (i.e., joint probability of the object, cost of the function, etc.). The objective is to eliminate the step of computing the probability threshold that is needed to estimate the increase in the quality of the answer set.
Let Let m1 be the number of objects that are part of Answeri−1 and will move out of Answeri as a result of changing the joint probability of object o k from P k toP k . According to Lemma 5, since o k ∈ Answeri−1 andP k > P k , the threshold probability P i τ (after changing the joint probability of o k from P k toP k ) can remain the same as P i−1 τ or increase. Hence, m1 ≥ 0. Furthermore, let m2 be the number of objects that are part of Answeri−1 and will move out of Answeri as a result of changing the joint probability of object oq from Pq toPq. Similarly, m2 ≥ 0. The possible values of m1 and m2 are as follows:
• m1 = m2 = 0. This scenario implies that the threshold probability value P i τ did not change given the new estimated joint probability valuesP k andPq.
• m1 > m2, m1 > 0, and m2 > 0. This scenario implies that the threshold probability value P i τ increased more due to the joint probabilityP k as compared toPq.
• m2 > m1, m1 > 0, and m2 > 0. This scenario implies that the threshold probability value P i τ increased more due to the joint probability ofPq as compared toP k .
• m1 = m2, m1 > 0, and m2 > 0. This scenario implies that the threshold probability value P i τ increased by the same amount due to the probability valuesP k andPq.
Given these four scenarios, we can state the following theorem about the benefit values of the triples in Triples i . 
We prove the theorem as follows.
After calculating the relative benefit values for the triples in Triples i , we pass them to the triple selection step.
Selection of Triples
The objective of this step is to choose the list of triples that should be included in Plani. We compare between the benefit values of triples in Triples i and generate a plan that consists of the triples with the highest benefit values. To this end, our approach maintains a priority queue (denoted as P Q) of the triples in Triples i that orders them based on their benefit values. Our approach maintains the same priority queue over the different epochs; it is created from scratch in the first epoch and then updated efficiently in the subsequent epochs.
In the plan execution phase, our approach retreives one triple at a time from P Q and then executes it. This process continues until the allotted time for the epoch is consumed.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we empirically evaluate our proposed approach on real datasets. We compare our approach with two baseline algorithms using two different quality metrics.
Experimental Setup
Datasets. We consider two image and one twitter datasets for our experiments.
• MUCT Dataset [23] consists of 3, 755 face images of people from various age groups and ethnicities. This smaller dataset has been selected so that all approaches can be executed to completion. From this dataset, we have used 850 images for each of the training and validation phase for the tagging functions. The remaining 2, 055 images were used in our experiments.
• CMU Multi-PIE Dataset [31] contains more than 750k face images (305 GB) of 337 people recorded over the span of five months. These images were captured using different camera angles and illumination conditions while the subjects displayed a range of facial expressions. From this dataset, we have obtained a subset of 500, 000 images. We have chosen 5, 000 images for each of the training and validation phases. The remaining 490, 000 images were used in our experiments.
• Stanford Twitter Sentiment (STS) Corpus [16] consists of 1.6M tweets collected using Twitter API during a period of about 3 months in 2009. This is one of the largest publicly available dataset for sentiment analysis. From this dataset, we have used 50, 000 tweets for each of the training and validation of the tagging functions. The remaining objects were used in our experiments.
Queries. The general structure of a query in our experiments follows the format described in Section 2. We consider the following tag types in the set of untagged/imprecise predicates: Gender(G) for the MUCT dataset, Gender(G), Age(A) 
For each query template, we generate 40 queries with different conditions for the precise predicates. Since we evaluate such predicates before the imprecise predicates, this variation on the conditions allows us to control the number of objects that require tagging. We refer to this as selectivity of the specific query. In the MUCT dataset, the chosen selectivity values are: 2.5%, 5%, 7.5%, and 10%. In the Multi-PIE dataset, the selectivity values were varied from 0.05% to 0.2% with an increment of 0.05%. Similarly, in the Twitter dataset, the chosen selectivity values are 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.4%, and 1%.
Tagging Functions. For each of the tag types in the previous datasets, we consider the following classifiers as tagging functions: Decision Tree, Gaussian Naive-Bayes, Random Forest, and Support Vector Machine. We have used the python implementation of the algorithms available in the scikit-learn [27] library. We calibrate the probability output of each tagging function using appropriate calibration mechanisms [33] so that they can generate real probability values for the tags. We have used the isotonic regression model to calibrate the Gaussian Naive-Bayes classifier based tagging function [33] and the Platt's sigmoid model [28] to calibrate the remaining tagging functions.
In the validation phase, we measure the cost and quality of each tagging function by running it on a sample validation dataset. The quality of a tagging function f i j (i.e., q i j ) is measured by calculating the area under the ROC curve [5] .
The cost of f i j is measured by the average execution time of the tagging function per object in the validation dataset. Furthermore, in this phase, we generate the decision table as explained in Section 4.2.
Preprocessing
Step. We execute a feature extraction code (Histogram of Oriented Gradients features from images and related keywords extraction from tweets) on all the objects in the dataset prior to the arrival of the queries. Note that this preprocessing step mimics the work that would be done on streaming data on its arrival in an online setting.
Initialization
Step. At the beginning of the query execution time, each of the three approaches (i.e., our approach and the two baseline approaches) executes the cheapest tagging function of each of the available tag types on the objects. In addition, the following data structures of the objects are created as part of this step: a hash map for the state values, a hash map for the predicate probability values, and a list for the uncertainty values. Note that in the plots presented in the following sections, we have omitted the time of executing such functions and the time of creating such data structures as they are the same for all approaches.
Quality Metrics. We have considered two metrics for comparing the various approaches: the Fα measure of the answer set where α is set to 1 and the gain of the answer set. We measure gain at a time instant t, gain(t), as the relative F1 measure achieved by the answer set at that time instant compared to the maximum F1 measure achieved by the answer set during the entire course of query execution:
where F1 min and F1 max represent respectively the minimum and maximum F1 measures achieved by the answer set during the entire query execution time. We have measured the F1 measure of the answer set using the real ground truth tags available in these datasets.
Approaches. We compare our approach with two baseline approaches:
• Function-Based Approach, where a tagging function is chosen first and then executed on all the objects. The tagging functions are chosen in the decreasing order of their (q i j /c i j ) values. The objects were chosen based on their joint probability values at the beginning of the execution, starting with the object with the highest joint probability value. We will refer to this approach as Baseline1.
• Object-Based Approach, where we choose an object oi first and then execute all the tagging functions for evaluating a particular predicate. In case of queries with multiple predicates involving different tag types, we execute all the tagging functions of the required tag types (based on the predicates in Q) on an object first and then choose the next object. The objects were chosen based on their joint probability values at the beginning of the query execution, starting with the object with the highest joint probability value. We will refer to this approach as Baseline2.
Note that Baseline1 and Baseline 2 are static approaches that decide upon the order in which triples are executed at the very beginning of the execution time. In contrast, our approach adaptively changes the execution plan over time based on the progress of the algorithm. 
Trade-off between Quality and Cost
In this experiment, we compare our approach with the two baseline approaches. For our approach, we have set the optimal epoch time for each selectivity value according to the experiments that will be presented in Section 5.3.1.
The results for the MUCT dataset w.r.t. the gain and F1-measure of the answer set are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively. The results for the Multi-Pie and Twitter datasets w.r.t. to the gain metric are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively 4 . Our approach outperforms the baseline approaches significantly for the different selectivity values in all three datasets. In our approach, the answer set achieves a very high quality within a very small number of epochs of the start of the query execution. (Note that each epoch is noted by a point in each plot.) In Figure 2 , we can see that our progressive approach achieves a very high quality gain (e.g., 0.98) within the first 8, 16, 28, and 36 seconds of the query execution respectively for the different selectivity values 2.5%, 5%, 7.5%, and 10%. In each epoch, our approach achieves a very high rate of quality improvement. For example, let us consider the third epoch of the query execution in Figure 2 (c). In this epoch, our approach improves the quality of the answer set from 0.4 to 0.7 whereas, in Baseline1, it improves from 0.22 to 0.24 and, in Baseline2, it improves from 0.28 to 0.31.
The reason behind the performance gap of our approach and the baseline approaches is that unlike the latter, that make candidate ordering decision at the beginning, our approach is adaptive. In our approach, the candidate selection step performed at the beginning of each epoch directs the execution to candidates that are expected to yield the highest improvement in quality.
Configuration Parameters of our Approach
In this section, we study the effect of different parameters used in our approach.
Optimal Plan Generation Time
The objective of this experiment is to determine the optimal amount of time that should be allocated to the plan generation phase of our approach, for a given selectivity value. Given a selectivity value, we execute our approach by setting 10 different time values for the plan generation phase. For each of the time values, we measure the progressiveness of different runs using the progressive metric defined in Equation 3 . In this equation, we choose one of 4 Due to space limitations, we only include the plots for two selectivity values of the queries in Figures 3, 4 , and 5. the most commonly used weight function W (t) for comparing the different [26] runs of our approach.
where budget is the amount of time required for the approach to complete. The results are shown in Figure 6 . For the lower selectivity value (Figure 6(a) ), the optimal amount of time for the plan generation phase is 4% of the budget whereas for the higher selectivity value (Figure 6(b) ) it is 9% of the budget. For the lower selectivity value, the significance of the overhead of the plan generation phase becomes more prominent compared to the case of the large selectivity value. Ideally spending more time in the plan generation phase should be better as performing plan generation phase more frequently will let us choose the best set of triples based on the actual output of the tagging functions without depending on any kind of estimations. However, spending more time in generating the plan increases the overhead. Due to the lower selectivity value of the objects, the total amount of time required to execute more tagging functions on the objects is not as high, compared to the time spent in the plan generation phase, which is the reason why the graphs shows that a lower plan generation time performs better for the lower selectivity value.
Candidate Selection Strategy
In this experiment, we evaluate our optimization strategy for candidate selection, explained in Section 4.1. By default, all the objects in O should be considered as potential candidates for the generation of a plan but this will be computationally expensive. Our optimized approach considered only objects that are outside of the answer set at the end of previous epoch.
In the experiment, as expected, our optimized strategy uses less amount of time than the default strategy in the plan generation phase (on an average 30% less). The reason is that in our approach, the number of objects for which we need to determine benefit values is lower as well as the comparison time between the generated triples from them is lower, due to less number of generated triples. Furthermore, if we compare these two approaches based on their quality variation with respect to time (as shown in Figure 7 ), we can see that our approach outperforms the default strategy too. This result empirically proves the validity of our candidate selection strategy (as explained in Section 4.1) which states that an object outside of answer set have higher chance of improving Fα measure of the answer set compared to an object present inside of the answer set. 
Benefit Estimation Strategy
In this experiment we evaluate our optimization strategy of estimating benefit of the triples present in triples i as explained in Section 4.3. We derive the benefit of the triples according to Equation 10 using the joint probability value of the objects and cost of the tagging functions present in the triples. This way, we avoid performing the threshold selection algorithm for estimating benefit of each triples, and reduce the cost of overall plan generation phase.
By default, for each triple present in triples i , benefit should be calculated based on threshold selection algorithm. Specifically, for each triple, we first determine the estimated joint probability of the object in epoch i and use it to determine the answer set (i.e., perform threshold selection algorithm). Then, we calculate new E(F1) measure of the chosen answer set and determine the improvement of E(F1) measure of the answer set in epoch i. Figure 8 shows the variation of quality and gain of the answer set with respect to time which shows that our optimized approach outperforms the default strategy significantly.
The reason behind this performance gap is that the default strategy spends a higher amount of time in plan generation phase. For example, for selectivity value of 10% in MUCT dataset, the amount of time spent in plan generation phase of the default strategy is 14.87 seconds where as in our optimized approach it is 2.5 seconds. This is due to the execution of threshold selection algorithm for each triples present in triples i which makes this strategy much slower as compared to our approach. This experiment shows the efficiency of our benefit estimation strategy in terms of cost of plan generation phase. Furthermore, it empirically validates our strategy of ordering the triples based on the benefit metric as shown in Theorem 2.
Scalability of our Approach
In this experiment, we evaluate the scalability of our approach with the help of multiple predicates containing different tag types. For each of the tag types, we have trained four tagging functions. The results of query Q3 containing two predicates of two tag types with two different selectivity values are shown in Figure 9 . The results of queries Q4 and Q5, containing two and three predicates respectively, are shown in Figure 11 .
Our approach outperforms both the baseline approaches significantly for all three queries and selectivity values since our approach chooses the best triples at the beginning of each epoch. This implies that our approach can scale well with increasing number of predicates containing different tag types. The result also shows that, as expected, the cost of plan generation phase increases with the increase in number of predicates in these scenarios. However, even after paying high overhead in the plan generation phase, the benefit of choosing right set of triples for execution, overshadows the cost of plan generation phase.
Caching Previous Query Results
In the main body of the paper, we assumed that the none of the previous query results (i.e., the state, predicate probability of objects, etc.) are cached. Our approach can deal with caching by setting the starting state of an object oi to the cached state which accounts for the tagging functions run on the object in the previous queries. For example, assuming there exists a predicate R were run on oi in the previous queries. Furthermore, the predicate probability of oi needs to account for the outputs of those functions as well.
In this section, we study the impact of different levels of caching on the performance of our approach and the baseline approaches. We have performed this experiment using query Q1 on the MUCT dataset. We have assumed that one tagging function was executed on a fraction of the dataset (i.e., 10%, 25%, 50%, and 75% of the objects) in a previous query and that the properties of the objects (i.e., the state, predicate probability, etc.) were cached.
The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 10 . Our approach continues to outperform the baseline approaches significantly for all the caching levels. Since the outputs of the tagging function on the objects have been cached, the initial quality of the answer set increases as the level of caching increases; the initial F1 measure in the sub-figures (from left to right) are 0.41, 0.49, 0.61, and 0.71 respectively.
RELATED WORKS
This paper develops a progressive approach for answering queries that require enrichment of the right amount of data and at the right level of enrichment. We are not aware of any work in the literature that directly addresses this problem. However, there exists related works for some of the components of the problem. In our setup, we assume that a set of expensive tagging functions are available for determining a particular tag and they have to be executed appropriately on the objects for answering a query containing such tags. In this regard, the most relevant works in the databases domain are in the context of query optimization with expensive predicates. Furthermore, enrichment of data efficiently using complex signal processing operators have been studied previously in the context of signal oriented data management systems. In machine learning domain, the problem of determining the optimal set of tagging functions for an object has been addressed in the context of dynamic ensemble selection and ensemble pruning.
Expensive Predicate Optimization. In the expensive predicate optimization problem the goal is to optimize a query containing expensive predicates by appropriately ordering the evaluation of such predicates [8, 9, 17] . A subset of this problem, more relevant to our context, deals with the optimization of multi-version predicates [19] . In these Works, the goal is to optimize the predicate itself with the help of a less computationally costly version of the predicate. Such version of the predicate is used to filter out some objects in the beginning, so that the costly version of the predicate is evaluated only on a small number of objects. In contrast with our context, in these works the predicates are considered to be deterministic.
Adaptive Query Processing. In adaptive query processing the goal is to optimize a query at the execution time with the help of interleaving query execution with exploration of the plan or scheduling space [18, 21, 32] . Broadly, adaptive query processing addresses the problems of how to perform query optimization with missing statistics, unexpected correlations in data, unpredictable cost of operators, etc. Re-optimization of a query during run time is similar in spirit to our approach, where we decide the best set of triples to execute at the beginning of each epoch and execute them in the execution phase. However, these works do not address the issue of evaluating predicates using different non-deterministic functions which vary in cost and quality values.
Signal oriented Data Management Systems. The problem of joint enrichment of data using complex signal processing functions have been studied in the context of signal oriented data stream management systems [4, 15, 24] . The objective is to provide users/developers with a common data processing platform which can be used to specify complex signal processing functions and arbitrary event streams. These approaches are based on the processing of data efficiently at arrival time using complex functions. However, our approach is based on enrichment of data performed in the context of a query by using different data processing techniques. Dynamic Ensemble Selection. The objective of dynamic ensemble selection approaches is to select the most competent classifiers for a given object from a pool of classifiers [1] . Some of the most popular algorithms are META-DES [11] , META-DES.Oracle [10] , and K-Nearest Output Profiles [6] . Another set of works that look into the problem of dynamic selection of classifiers are in the domain of ensemble pruning. The objective of ensemble pruning approaches is to select a subset of classifiers from a large set of classifiers to generate an ensemble which is similar to, or better, than the original ensemble of all the classifiers [20] . Hence, in both dynamic ensemble selection and ensemble pruning, the objective is to select the best set of classifiers for an object to maximize the quality of the tagging regardless of the cost. However, in our setup the goal is to answer a query progressively. So, the right set of objects have to be tagged with the right set of tagging functions to maximize the quality in each epoch.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have developed a progressive approach that enriches the right amount of data to the right degree so as to maximize the quality of the answer set. The goal is to use different tagging techniques, which vary in cost and quality, in such a way that improves the quality of the answer progressively. We have proposed an efficient approach that generates a plan in every epoch with the objective of maximizing the quality of the answer at the end of the epoch. We have shown empirically that our approach executes the right set of (object, predicate, function) triples in each epoch so that the quality of the answer set improves progressively with respect to time.
This research opens several interesting research challenges for future investigations.
Complex Queries. Although SPJ queries (with a restricted version of join predicates, as studied in this paper) are an important class of queries on their own, developing a progressive technique in the context of more complex types of queries (e.g., nested sub-queries involving imprecise attributes, top-k queries, aggregation queries) is an interesting direction for future work [3] . As an example, consider a join query where the join condition involves an imprecise attribute in each operand. If we assume that the predicate probability values of two different objects containing a particular tag are independent of each other, then the join technique used in probabilistic databases [12] could be leveraged to address this issue.
Disk-based Solution. Our approach dealt with scenarios where the queries involve precise predicates that can be used to limit the number of objects on which the expensive tagging functions need to be executed. In some situations (e.g., if the query contains only imprecise predicates), the number of objects for which the functions need to be run can be quite large, requiring a disk-based solution for evaluating the queries. Such a solution needs to tackle several challenges related to how the objects can be grouped together in blocks at the beginning of the query execution, how to decide which blocks should be loaded into memory and which triples should be executed in each epoch, and so on. We plan to leverage our experience in [2] to develop such a disk-based solution.
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This material is based on research sponsored by DARPA under agreement number FA8750-16-2-0021. The U.S. Government is authorized to reproduce and distribute reprints for Governmental purposes notwithstanding any copyright notation thereon. The views and conclusions contained herein are those of the authors and should not be interpreted as necessarily representing the official policies or endorsements, either expressed or implied, of DARPA or the U.S. Government. Proof. If we keep including objects starting with the highest joint probability value of P1, then E(Fα) measure of the answer set increases monotonically up to a certain point and then it starts to decrease monotonically. We prove this theorem by showing that, if E(Fα) measure of the answer set decreases for the first time, due to the inclusion of a particular object, then it will keep decreasing monotonically with the inclusion of any further objects. Let oτ be the object beyond which the E(Fα) measure of the answer set decreases.
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Let us denote the E(Fα) measure of the answer set, if we include oτ in the answer set as Fτ . Similarly, the E(Fα) measures corresponding to the objects oτ+1 and oτ+2 are denoted as Fτ+1 and Fτ+2 respectively. Now we show that, if E(Fα) of the answer set decreases due to the object oτ+1, then it will monotonically decrease for any further objects (i.e.,oτ+2, oτ+3, · · · , oτ+n). Specifically, we show that if Fτ+1 < Fτ , then it implies that Fτ+2 < Fτ+1.
Similarly,
A.2 Proof of Lemma 1
Proof. As shown in theorem 1, E(Fα) measure of the answer set will monotonically increase up to a certain object oτ with joint probability value of Pτ and then it will keep decreasing monotonically. Let us denote, Fτ as the E(Fα) measure of the answer set if we include τ − th object and Fτ+1 be the E(Fα) measure, if we include (τ + 1)-th object in the answer set.
E(Fα) measure will keep increasing as long as the value of ∆(E(Fα)) τ +1 τ remains positive. Thus the threshold value will be the lowest value of τ for which ∆(E(Fα)) τ +1 τ value becomes negative.
The object oτ with the joint probability value of Pτ will be the threshold probability if the following two inequalities hold:
A.3 Proof of Lemma 2
Proof. Let us consider that Pτ (the joint probability value of the object oτ ) is the threshold probability of epoch i − 1. Then the value of Pτ satisfies the following condition according to Equation 19 :
Let us consider that Pτ is also the threshold probability in epoch i, after considering the estimated joint probability value of the object oj in epoch i. Then the following condition must hold:
From equation 21, we can derive that Pτ (τ − 1 + k) − (P1 + P2 + ... + Pτ−1) > 0. So the Equation 22 can be further expanded as follows:
This implies that the threshold probability value of epoch i−1 will remain the same as epoch i if the ∆ value follows the Equation 23 , otherwise it will increase. In both the cases, when threshold remains the same and when the threshold gets increased, the E(Fα) measure of the answer set will increase. The reason behind this result is that in Equation 14 the numerator will be increased in both the cases resulting in increment of the E(Fα) measure of the answer set.
A.4 Proof of Lemma 3
Proof. Let us consider that the joint probability of object oj ∈ Answeri−1 gets reduced from Pj to Pj − ∆ and the threshold probability of epoch i − 1 is the joint probability value of object oτ . According to Equation 19 , the threshold probability of epoch i − 1 must satisfy the following condition:
Let us consider the right hand side of the above Equation (i.e.,
) in epoch i. In epoch i, considering the new joint probability value of oj , the value in the right hand side will be reduced from the previous epoch i − 1 (i.e.,
). Hence the above equation will always hold for object oτ and with any values of ∆. Furthermore if Equation 20 also holds for object oτ then the threshold P i τ will remain the same as P i−1 τ . In both the cases, the E(Fα) measure of the answer set will be reduced in epoch i as the numerator in Equation 14 will decrease in both the cases.
. We denote the value of
in the remaining part of the proof. Let us consider an object oj ∈ Answeri−1. The estimated joint probability value of oj is decreased from Pj to Pj − ∆ in epoch i. , otherwise the threshold value will be increased. In the above scenario, where the threshold probability remains the same as epoch i − 1, the E(Fα) measure of the answer set will remain same as epoch i−1 (as the numerator of Equation 14 will remain the same as epoch i − 1). In the other scenario, where the threshold is increased from epoch i − 1, the E(Fα) measure of the answer set will increase (using the Equations 25, 26, and simplifying the expression of E(Fα) measure as shown in Equation 14) .
A.9 Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. Let us consider two triples (o k , R l m , f l n ) and (oq, R s t , f s v ) which were not present in Answeri−1. Let us denote the threshold probability of epoch i − 1 as Pτ . The E(Fα) measure of Answeri−1 can be expressed as follows:
. We denote the numerator by X and the value of α(P1 + P2...P |O| ) in the denominator as Y . Let us denote the value of
As m1 is the number of objects that are part of Answeri−1 and will move out of Answeri as a result of changing the joint probability value of o k from P k toP k , the E(Fα) measure of the answer set will be as follows:
Similarly for object oq, m2 is the number of objects that are part of Answeri−1 and will move out of Answeri as a result of changing the joint probability value of oq from Pq toPq. The E(Fα) measure of the answer set in this scenario will be as follows: 
We consider the different cases of ∆P k , ∆Pq, (P k + ∆P k ), and (Pq + ∆Pq) values and establish the conditions in which Equation 29 will be satisfied.
Case 1: ∆P k < ∆Pq, P k + ∆P k > Pq + ∆Pq and m1 = m2 = 0.
Let us consider the denominators and numerators of the Equation 29 in both the sides. The modified version of the equation considering m1 = m2 = 0 will be as follows:
In the above equation, we can see that the denominator on the left hand side is smaller than the one in the right hand side in this case (as ∆P k < ∆Pq according to the assumption). Furthermore, if the following condition is also satisfied: ν k (P k +∆P k ) > νq(Pq +∆Pq), then the numerator in the left hand side will also be higher than the right hand side. This implies that the benefit of triple (o k , R l m , f l n ) will be higher than the triple (oq, R s t , f s v ), if the condition ν k (P k + ∆P k ) > νq(Pq + ∆Pq) is satisfied.
Case 2: ∆P k > ∆Pq, P k + ∆P k > Pq + ∆Pq, and m1 = m2 = 0.
From Equation 30 , we can derive the following condition: ν k (X + (1 + α) · (P k + ∆P k )) · (Y + τ + α · ∆Pq) > νq(X + (1 + α) · (Pq + ∆Pq)) · (Y + τ + α · ∆P k ) ⇒ (ν k · X + ν k · (1 + α) · (P k + ∆P k )) · (Y + τ + α · ∆Pq) > (νq · X + νq · (1 + α) · (Pq + ∆Pq)) · (Y + τ + α · ∆P k )
In the above equation, the dominant term on the left hand side is the value of ν k (P k + ∆P k ) and the dominant term on the right hand side is the value of νq(Pq +∆Pq). This implies that if the value of ν k (P k +∆P k ) is higher than νq(Pq+∆Pq), then the value in the left hand side will become higher than the value on the right hand side.
Case 3: ∆P k > ∆Pq, P k + ∆P k < Pq + ∆Pq, and m1 = m2 = 0.
Let us compare the left hand side of the Equation 31 with the right hand side of the equation. In this case, if the value of ν k (P k + ∆P k ) is higher than the value of νq(Pq + ∆Pq), then the value of the left hand side will become higher than the value on the right hand side.
Case 4: ∆P k < ∆Pq, P k + ∆P k < Pq + ∆Pq, and m1 = m2 = 0.
Let us consider Equation 31 and compare the left hand side of the equation with the right hand side of the equation. After calculating few more steps in the equation, we can derive that the condition in which the left hand side will be higher than the right hand side, is as follows: ν k (P k + ∆P k )∆Pq must be higher than the value of νq(Pq + ∆Pq)∆P k . According to the assumption of this case, ∆Pq value is higher than the value of ∆P k . This implies that, if the condition ν k (P k + ∆P k ) > νq(Pq + ∆Pq) holds, then the left hand side will be higher than the right hand side.
The above proofs will also hold for the scenarios where m1 = m2 and m1 > 0. Only difference in the proofs of that scenario from the proofs of Cases 1-4 will be as follows: an additional constant term (i.e., the term (Pτ + Pτ−1 + · · · + P τ −(m 1 −1) )) will be added to the numerators of both the sides of Equation 30 . The remaining steps will remain the same as the proofs in Cases 1-4.
Case 5: ∆P k < ∆Pq, P k + ∆P k > Pq + ∆Pq, and m1 < m2.
If we compare the denominators of Equation 29 in both the sides, in the left hand side, (τ −m1) < (τ −m2) and ∆P k < ∆Pq. This implies that, the denominator in the left hand side is smaller than the denominator in the right hand side. If we compare the numerators on both the sides, the value of (Pτ + Pτ−1 + ...P τ −(m 1 −1) ) is smaller than (Pτ + Pτ−1 + ...P τ −(m 2 −1) ) as m1 is smaller than m2. Furthermore, if ν k (P k + ∆P k ) > νq(Pq + ∆Pq) then the numerator in the left hand side will be higher than the numerator in the right hand side. Thus we can conclude that, Equation 29 will be satisfied when the following condition: ν k (P k + ∆P k ) > νq(Pq + ∆Pq) is satisfied.
Case 6: ∆P k > ∆Pq, P k + ∆P k > Pq + ∆Pq, and m1 < m2.
From Equation 29 , we can derive the following condition: ν k (X − (1 + α) · (Pτ + Pτ−1 + ...P τ −(m 1 −1) ) + (1 + α)· (P k + ∆P k )) · (Y + (τ − m2) + α · ∆Pq) > νj(X− (1 + α) · (Pτ + Pτ−1 + ...P τ −(m 2 −1) ) + (1 + α)· (Pq + ∆Pq)) · (Y + (τ − m1) + α · ∆P k ) (32) In the above equation, the value of (Pτ +Pτ−1+...P τ −(m 1 −1) ) is smaller than (Pτ + Pτ−1 + ...P τ −(m 2 −1) ) as m1 is smaller than m2. This favors the value in the left hand side of the equation. Furthermore, the value of ν k (P k + ∆P k ) in the left hand side is a more dominant term as compared to the value of ∆Pq. This implies that if the value of (P k + ∆P k ) is higher than the value of (Pq + ∆Pq), then Equation 29 will hold. Case 7: ∆P k > ∆Pq, P k + ∆P k < Pq + ∆Pq, and m1 < m2.
Let us compare the left hand side of the Equation 32 with the right hand side of the equation. As explained in the previous case, the value of ν k (P k + ∆P k ) in the left hand side is a more dominant term as compared to the value of ∆Pq. This implies that if the value of (P k + ∆P k ) is higher than the value of (Pq + ∆Pq), then Equation 29 will hold and benefit of the triple (o k , R l m , f l n ) will be higher than the benefit of triple (oq, R s t , f s v ). Case 8: ∆P k < ∆Pq, P k + ∆P k < Pq + ∆Pq, and m1 < m2.
Let us consider the Equation 32 and compare the left hand side of the equation with the right hand side. After deriving few more steps in this equation, we can derive that the condition in which the left hand side will be higher than the right hand side is as follows: ν k (P k + ∆P k )∆Pq > νq(Pq + ∆Pq)∆P k .
According to the assumption of this case, ∆Pq value is higher than the value of ∆P k . This implies that, if the condition ν k (P k + ∆P k ) > νq(Pq + ∆Pq) holds, then the left hand side will be higher than the right hand side.
The above proofs (i.e., the proofs of Case 5-8) will also hold for the scenarios where m1 > m2, due to the symmetric nature of the assumptions.
Based on the proofs of Cases 1-8, we can conclude that given two triples (o k , R l m , f l n ) and (oq, R s t , f s v ), if the condition of ν k (P k + ∆P k ) > νq(Pq + ∆Pq) is satisfied then the first triple will have higher benefit value than the second triple.
A.10 Disk-based Solutions
In the following paragraph, we have considered a simplified scenario of disk-resident objects and explained how our approach can be extended to this scenario with the help of an example.
Let us consider that, there is no particular order in which the objects are stored in the disk at the beginning of query execution. Furthermore, let us consider the strategy of estimating benefit of a block br in epoch l as follows: the summation of individual benefit values of the tuples present in Plan l , which contains objects of block br.
Let us denote the cost of loading the r-th block br of O, in memory as c 
